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ET May 19, Updated p. Check out this story on DemocratandChronicle. To make the transition as smooth as
possible, MacNamara worked side by side Nick Cretekos and his staff for a full month, learning the business
and meeting many of the customers who had come to love the diner. He did not cite complete details about his
resignation. While working as a call center agent, he would always listen to the program of Chris Tsuper and
Nicole Hyala at  We really envision families coming to eat dinner together and then stop over for an ice cream
there without having to get back into their car. Much of the menu is also the same, but now includes several
Philly-inspired favorites, and hours have been extended to include dinner. Visit them at www. MacNamara
believes that just makes the whole deal even better. A link has been posted to your Facebook feed. The couple
separated around  MacNamara is excited to bring extended dinner hours to the diner, which previously was
open only for breakfast and lunch. At the age of 10, he became a farmer, a hog raiser and a vendor. He
launched his new program, Hello Main St. But the Cretekoses have decided to step back, at least partially, into
retirement. He also served as the program manager of  He joined and won a modeling contest while in his high
school years before he went to Manila for his studies, and later graduated of mass communication course at the
Polytechnic University of the Philippines. On weekends, he performs as a singer at Padi's Point. Regulars had
come to think of the cozy diner as a second home, and its owners Nick and Kathy Cretekos and their staff
members as extended family. Personal life[ edit ] Aside from his work at Love Radio, he is also one of the
instructors for mass communication students at Polytechnic University of the Philippines Manila, his alma
mater. He was initially named on air as "Papa J" until a month later when he was finally renamed as "Papa
Jackson", to avert confusion with actor Jak Roberto and to avoid initiating trademark issues with the owner of 
Please read the rules before joining the discussion. On December 16, , Papa Jack made his final broadcast of
his nightly radio program, and eventually resigned as a DJ of  He later auditioned for the DJ search at the said
station which he finally got hired and began his career under his persona known as "Papa Jack".


